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Abstract - Facial recognition technique is one of array of

grouping at what circumstance. To address this task, we study
various classification techniques, namely, support vector
machine (SVM), linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and K
nearest neighbor (KNN) [6]. We observe that despite KNN is as
effective as SVM but KNN prohibits its usage due to high
response time when data is in high dimensions [16]. To speed up
KNN retrieval, some researcher’s propose a feature reduction
technique using principle component analysis (PCA) to facilitate
near real time face recognition along with better
accuracy[15][16]. Hence, this paper explains various
classification approaches, namely, SVM, KNN, PCA, LDA and
survey purposes behind the adequacy of KNN over SVM and
LDA, PCA.

technologies being developed to address a fundamental
concern of modern societies: the problem of “disembodied
identities”, or the existence of geometrical and textual
representation of individuals that give independent
information of their physical appearance. But as we know
recognition problem is not an easy task as it has
great variability in moving body and tilt, lighting intensity and
angle, facial expression, aging, etc. Hence it is important to
focus on technology which provides best results his paper
concerns with simply comparing some existing techniques like
fisher face or linear discriminate analysis (LDA), Eigen face or
principal component analysis (PCA) , support vector
machine(SVM),(k nearest neighbor) KNN to find which one
attain good accuracy to estimate age group using face
features. Age estimation process involves three stages: preprocessing, feature extraction and classification.

2. RELATED WORK
Age Estimation approach fall with two standards. As per the
main stream the issue is dealt with as a standard
classification problem, illuminated utilizing standard
classifiers where age estimation is performed by assigning a
set of facial features to an age group[1][3]. Inside this setting
facial components utilized might be connected with the
general appearance of a face or might be related to agerelated elements (e.g. wrinkles)[4]. As an option age
estimation approaches that rely on the demonstrating of the
aging process have been developed. In this segment typical
approaches described in the literature are quickly
introduced. The aim of this review is not to present an
exhaustive literature review of the topic but instead to
highlight the development of the subject [5]. A more point by
point presentation of the related literature is exhibited by
Ramanathan (Ramanathan 2009) and Fu (Fu 2010)[2][4].
One of the main attempts to create facial age estimation
algorithms was accounted for by Kwon and Lobo (Kwon
1999)[1]. Kwon and Lobo use two principle sorts of features:
Geometrical ratios calculated based on the distance and the
size of certain facial characteristics and an estimation of the
amount of wrinkles detected by deformable shapes (snakes)
in facial areas where wrinkles are typically
experienced[1][2]. In view of these elements Kwon and Lobo
(Kwon 1999) group faces into babies, adults and seniors
based on a computational theory for visual age classification
from facial pictures. To begin with, primary features of the
face, namely the eyes, nose, mouth, chin, and virtual top of
the head, are found.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An issue of personal verification and identification is an
effectively developing region of research due to which biometric
face recognition technology has gotten noteworthy consideration
in the previous quite a long while because of its potential for a
wide assortment of utilizations in different fields for the most
part like law implementation and non-law requirement[2][5].
Face, voice, fingerprint, iris, ear, retina are normally utilized
authentication methods but face recognition has distinct
preferences due to its non-contact process. Research in those
areas has been conducted for more than 35 years [3][4]. Facial
recognition systems are commonly used for security purposes
yet are progressively being utilized as a variety of other real
world applications such as land enrollment, passports, driver’s
licenses, and acknowledgment of a human in a security
territory[5].I observe during my research that numerous scientist
incorporate me first attempt to discover best algorithm for
research and afterward begin reason along these lines, in this
paper for age classification using feature selection used many
classification techniques (KNN,LDA,PCA ,SVM…) which
analyzed and finish up which of the algorithm is best in age
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According to “Facial Age Classification using Sub patternbased Approaches” by Fatemeh Mirzaei and Önsen Toygar ,
sub pattern-based approaches are utilized to take care of the
age classification issue on facial images[17]. Sub patternbased approaches named Local Binary Patterns (LBP),
(spPCA) sub pattern-based Principal Component Analysis
and (mPCA) modular Principal Component Analysis are
inspected to exhibit the age classification performance on
female and male facial images of human beings with a few
parameter settings.Classification of age intervals are
directed independently on female and male facial images
subsequent to the maturing procedure for female and male is
distinctive for individuals in real life[17]. Sub pattern-based
LBP, spPCA and mPCA are utilized for feature extraction on
various datasets chose from FG-NET and MORPH databases.
Exploratory results exhibit the prevalence of sub patternbased LBP over spPCA and mPCA methods. Age classification
performance using these three sub pattern-based techniques
with different parameter settings on the selected datasets is
likewise exhibited[17][4].
All presume that research in age-estimation started in early
1990s[5] and up to now, many approaches have been
proposed. Here are some algorithmn explains used in
research.

2.2. Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA)
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a speculation
of Fisher's linear discriminant, a technique utilized as a
part of measurements, pattern recognition and machine
learning to find a linear combination of features that
characterizes or isolates two or more classes of objects or
events[11][12]. The subsequent mix might be utilized as
a linear classifier or, more regularly, for dimensionality
reduction before later grouping.
2.2.1. Advantage and disadvantage of LDA
Advantages
1) Reduce dimensionality without loss of information
and speed up the classifier for training [12].
2) LDA based algorithms beat PCA based ones, since the
previous
enhances the low dimensional
representation of the objects with focus on the most
discriminant feature extraction while the last
accomplishes simply object reconstruction [13].
Disadvantages
1) An intrinsic restriction of traditional LDA is the so
called singularity issue, that is, it fizzles when all
scatter matrices are singular [16][10].
2) However, a critical problem using LDA, especially in
face recognition area, is the Small Sample Size (SSS)
Problem. This issue is experienced practically
speaking following there are regularly an expansive
number of pixels available, but the yet the aggregate
number of training samples is less than the
dimension of the feature space [11]. This infers all
scatter matrices are singular and thus the
traditional LDA algorithm fails to use.

2.1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) , also known as
“Karhunen-Loeve expansion”, is a general technique of
analysis for correlated multi-variable dataset widely used in
the areas of pattern recognition and computer vision such as
face recognition [8][11]. It is a good tool to reduce
multidimensional data to some lower dimensions while
retaining important information of data. It also covers
standard deviation, covariance, and eigenvectors [9].

2.3 SVMs (Support Vector Machines)

2.1.1. Advantage and disadvantage of PCA
The advantages of PCA are listed below:
1) Lack of data redundancy [10][11].
2) Smaller database representation since only the
trainee images are stored [8].
3) Low noise sensitivity as the maximum variation
basis is chosen and so the small variations in the
background are ignored automatically [9].
The disadvantages of PCA are:
1) PCA is an unsupervised technique hence only
suitable for databases that contain images with no
class labels.[8]
2) Low accuracy as covariance matrix is difficult to
evaluate.[9]
3) PCA is not as powerful as other methods to
distribute classes in small datasets.[10]
4) PCA is failed to capture even the simplest invariance
unless the training data explicitly provides this
information.[8][11].
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SVMs (Support Vector Machines) are a valuable strategy for
data classification and are still under serious research
[1][12]. SVM is fundamentally a classier technique that
performs classification tasks by building hyper planes in a
multidimensional space that isolates instances of various
class labels. SVM bolsters both regression and classification
tasks and can deal with multiple continuous and categorical
variables [16].
In machine
learning, support
vector
machines
are supervised
learning models
with
related
learning algorithms that
dissect
data
utilized
for classification and regression analysis [2]. Given a set of
training illustrations (Figure1), each marked for belonging to
one of two categories, a SVM training algorithm assembles a
model that doles out new case into one classification or the
other, making it a non-probabilistic binary linear
classifier[16][17]. A SVM model is a representation of the
case as points in space, mapped so that the examples of the
different classifications are partitioned by a clear gap that is
as wide as could reasonably be expected. New illustrations
are then mapped into that same space and anticipated to
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have a place with a class in view of which side of the gap they
fall on.

2.4.2 Advantages:
1) K-NN has some solid consistency results and simple
to actualize as contrast with other.
2) Analytically tractable and straightforward usage
[3][14].
3) Uses nearby data, which can yield exceedingly
versatile conduct.
4) Lends itself effortlessly to parallel executions.

Figure1: - classic example of a linear classifier
2.3.1 Disadvantages of SVM
1) Although SVMs have great speculation execution,
they can be wretchedly moderate in test stage, an
issue tended to in (Burges, 1996; Osuna and Girosi,
1998)[12].
2) SVMs is the high algorithmic complexity and broad
memory necessities requirements of the required
quadratic programming in vast -scale tasks.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
The classifier involve following process step:
Preprocessing:
 Face image is processed to get a transformed face
image to increase the quality of the face image, holding
the vital attributes [1][3].
 Data
pre-processing
includes cleaning, normalization, transformation, featur
e extraction and selection, and so on. The result of data
pre-processing is the final training set [7].
Feature extraction
 It begins from an underlying arrangement of measured
data and assembles inferred values planned to be
informative and non-redundant, encouraging the
subsequent learning and generalization steps, and
sometimes
prompting
better
human
elucidations[5][17].
 When the input data to an algorithm is too extensive to
be processed and it is suspected to be redundant, then it
can be changed into a reduced set of features (also
named a "features vector")[8]. This process is
called feature extraction. It involves 2 processes for
feature extraction: geometric features and wrinkle
features. Below given diagram shows complete process
of the system [13].
Classification
1) Age ranges are classified progressively relying upon on
number of groups using K-Means clustering algorithm
effectively [2].
2) Experimental results demonstrate that only wrinkle
features is more critical for age group classification [4].

2.4 k-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN)
K-NN is a sort of instance-based learning, or lazy learning,
where the function is just approximated locally and all
calculation is conceded until classification [3]. An object is
characterized by the ―distance from its neighbors, with the
object being allotted to the class most common among its k
distance-nearest neighbors Figure2. In the event that k = 1,
the calculation basically turns out to be nearest neighbor
algorithm and the object is classified to the class of its
nearest neighbor [5][6].
2.4.1 KNN Algorithm
The fundamental steps of the k-NN algorithm are;
1) To compute the distances between the new sample
and all previous samples, have as of now been
classified into clusters [14].
2) To sort the distances in expanding arrange and
select the k samples with the smallest distance
values [2][14].
3) To apply the voting standard. A new sample will be
included (classified) to the largest cluster out of k
selected samples

Figure2: - Example of KNN classification
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Figure3:-Process of the system

4. Conclusion
Face recognition comprise a wide range of methods to perceive a
face [1]. We have experienced PCA and LDA, KNN, SVM,
among all PCA is the most straightforward, efficient and oldest
one yet learning is time consuming so we prefer LDA [17]. In
LDA the singularity problem comes anyway it best tries to sort
the illumination issue. PCA is neglected to catch even the most
straightforward invariance unless the training data explicitly
provides this information. In any case, a critical issue using
LDA, especially in face recognition area, is the Small Sample
Size (SSS) Problem [4][12]. This problem is encountered in
practice since there are frequently an expansive number of pixels
accessible, yet the aggregate number of training samples is less
than the dimension of the feature space[4][2]. This implies that
all scatter matrices are singular and thus the traditional LDA
algorithm fails to use. Despite the fact that SVMs have good
generalization performance, they can be moderate in test stage, a
problem addressed in (Burges, 1996; Osuna and Girosi,
1998).Hence we discover KNN all the more simple excessively
learn, effective and consistent in result among every one of
them[3][4].
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